Is the student’s behavior an immediate threat to self and/or others? NO

Does the student’s behavior threaten to disrupt authorized activities or damage property? NO

Has the student allegedly broken a law? NO

Is the student exhibiting unhealthy psychological behavior, showing apparent impaired behavior, or not acting like him/herself? NO

Has the student allegedly violated an institutional rule? NO

Is there a process within the department or office to resolve the situation? NO

Contact BIT Representative (See BIT web page)

BIT chairperson(s) will evaluate the situation, consult with other team members and determine what further steps are required.

Does the situation involve more than one department? NO

Appropriate members of BIT meet.

Is a coordinated plan or action needed? NO

BIT develops a coordinated strategy, assigns a situation contact, who implements the strategy.

Has the situation been successfully resolved? NO

BIT representative documents action, decisions, and resolution in the VP for Student Services office.

YES

Contact Campus Deputy Immediately! 910.879.5500

Contact Trilium Health Resource 1.877.685.2415

Can refer to BIT

Contact Director of Campus Safety - 910.879.5637

Can refer to BIT

Contact appropriate internal personnel

BIT provides department head/faculty with suggested strategy or appropriate referral

Situation is assigned to an individual to monitor or resolve

When Complete

BIT reconvenes to develop new strategy and repeat implementation process

BIT web page: https://www.bladencc.edu/support/campus-services/behavioral-intervention-team/